Moral Dilemmas

Directions: Read each question. Write 1 beside your first choice, 2 by your second choice, 3 by your third choice, and 4 beside your fourth choice. Be prepared to discuss your selections.

1. What would you do if someone hit you?
   ____ tell the teacher
   ____ hit him or her back
   ____ walk away
   ____ cry and make a scene

2. Which would be hardest for you to do?
   ____ show a bad paper to your parents
   ____ walk away from a fight
   ____ wait your turn when sharing exciting news
   ____ share a precious possession with the whole class

3. How would you rather have your parents punish you?
   ____ by spanking you
   ____ by taking away your favorite game or activity
   ____ by talking to you
   ____ by making you sit alone

4. To whom would you tell a secret?
   ____ your friend
   ____ your teacher
   ____ your parent
   ____ any adult

5. What would you do if you saw your best friend steal from a store?
   ____ report him or her
   ____ pretend you didn't see him or her
   ____ ask him or her to share with you
   ____ offer to help him or her

6. What would you do if you saw an older kid beating up a younger kid?
   ____ tell the nearest adult
   ____ fight with the older kid
   ____ do nothing
   ____ yell at the older kid to "Stop it!"